FACT SHEET ON CITY OF DETROIT CONDITIONS
Mortgage Foreclosures
1. More than one in three Detroit homes were foreclosed the between the years 2005 and
2015. Since 2005, 139,699 of Detroit’s 384,672 homes were foreclosed because of
mortgage defaults or unpaid taxes.
2. There have were 65,000 mortgage foreclosures since 2005 and 2015. This doesn’t include
so-called zombie foreclosures in which lenders initiated foreclosure, and may have
evicted tenants, but abandoned proceedings before they were complete. Zombie
foreclosures were more prevalent in Detroit than anywhere else in the United States.
3. Fifty-six percent of all mortgage foreclosures are now blighted properties or have been
foreclosed again for nonpayment of taxes; 13,000 homes are slated for demolition at a
projected cost of $195 million.
4. Of the 84,000 properties on the city’s blight list, 76 percent are foreclosures.
5. Homes sold for $22,000 on average in Detroit in 2014, down 73 percent from the peak
before the housing crash and the lowest among 50 big cities. Detroit’s decline in property
values cost homeowners an estimated $1.3 billion in lost personal wealth.
6. OF Detroit’s population fell by nearly 240,000 residents from 2000 to 2010, with the bulk
of the population loss occurring after 2005.
7. Of all mortgages written in 2005 in Detroit, 68 percent were subprime, compared to 27
percent statewide and 24 percent in the U.S., meaning that they were at interest rates at
least 3 percentage points higher than the national mortgage interest rate.
8. In Detroit, which formerly enjoyed the highest rate of African-American homeownership
of any U.S. city, $4 billion in subprime loans were written in the four years before the
2008 housing and financial crash. 78 percent of foreclosed homes financed through
subprime loans are now in poor condition or tax foreclosed.All banks and lenders were
active participants in the subprime market because the rate of profit on subprime loans
when sold to investors was eight times greater than the comparable rate on traditional
fixed-rate loans.
9. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, government corporations operated by the Federal Housing
Finance Agency, are listed as the foreclosing entity on 7,700 homes in Detroit, of which
46 percent and 58 percent are respectively blighted or abandoned.

10. The Federal Housing Authority was listed as the foreclosing entity on 2,453 homes in
Detroit, of which half are blighted or abandoned.
11. Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and the FHA stand behind the banks that actually foreclose on
homes, with the government then paying the banks the full value of the inflated mortgage
after foreclosure.
Statistics from Detroit News Special Report on Foreclosures, June 2015
According to the Wasted Wealth Report published by the Alliance for a Just Society in May
2013, ,primarily as a result of the foreclosure crisis and its disproportionate impact on people of
color, From 2005 to 2009, white median net worth fell 16% to $113,149, but net worth fell by
66% for Latinos to $18,359, and 53% for African Americans to $12,124. In 1995, the ratio of
white to Black wealth was 7-to-1. In 2004, it was 11-to-1. By the reported end of the Great
Recession 2009, it had ballooned to 19-to-1. For Latinos, the White-to-Hispanic wealth ratio was
7-to-1 in 2004. Five years later, it was 15-to-1.
Across the US, the African American home ownership rate declined from just under 50% in
2004, to 43% in 2013. – State of Housing in Black America, 2013.

Tax Foreclosures
1. Between 2011 and 2015, one in four properties in Detroit was foreclosed on for unpaid
property taxes by the Wayne County treasurer, a number not seen since the 1930’s
depression.
2. Detroit has approximately one-third fewer occupied homes now than ten years ago.
3. Property tax rates are calculated based on the home’s tax assessment.
4. Despite the Michigan Constitution explicitly providing that no property can be assessed
at more than 50 percent of its market value, between 2009 and 2015, 55 to 85 percent of
homes in Detroit were over-assessed. The taxes levied based on the inflated assessments
on these homes and the ensuing foreclosures for unpaid taxes that occurred, were in
blatant violation of the Michigan Constitution.
5. Home property values in Detroit declined from $80,000 in 2007 to less than $20,000 in
2011, and are at around $30,000 today.

6. Thousands of Detroiters who should have not been paying property taxes due to
entitlement to the poverty tax exemption have lost or not are in danger of losing their
homes due to tax foreclosure.
Study by Professor Bernadette Atuahene 2017 on Detroit Unconstitutional Tax Foreclosures
Home ownership decline in Detroit -- Per U.S. census bureau statistics –
349,170 households in Detroit in 2010 x 54% home ownership rate = 192,043 – home owners
232,780 households in Detroit in 2016 x 45% home ownership rate = 104,751 –home owners
Evictions in Detroit
1. Detroit has averaged 35,000 eviction cases a year since 2009, despite the city losing an
estimated 41,000 residents since 2010. The News mapped the addresses of nearly
109,000 cases filed between January 2014 and August 2017 and found areas of the city
hit much harder than others.
2. Families in one out of five Detroit rentals face eviction every year.
3. Last year, just 4,174 addresses were registered and inspected, in a city the U.S. Census
Bureau estimates as having 140,000 rental units. That’s down from the 5,235 addresses
the city said were registered 10 years earlier under former Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick.
4. Judges don’t require landlords to prove they’ve registered and passed city inspections
before ruling on eviction cases. In 2015, for example, only one of every 13 eviction cases
was filed on an address legally registered with the city.
5. Since 2014, when Mayor Mike Duggan took office, the city has issued fewer than 5,000
tickets for landlords who didn’t register. That’s fewer than the number of tickets written
for residents for improperly placed garbage cans during that time, as of last month.
6. Even when landlords are found responsible for blight violations, they frequently avoid
paying fines. Nearly 85 percent of “rental” blight violations, amounting to almost $2
million in fines, remain unpaid from that time frame.
7. Entity filing most eviction cases in 36th District Court between 2009-2017 – Fannie
Mae/Freddie Mac (i.e. the federal government) with 7,353. Most of the evictions
happened between 2010 and 2013, tapering off after that. The News found in a 2015
investigation 46 percent of Fannie Mae’s Detroit foreclosures were blighted, needed to be

demolished or were foreclosed for unpaid taxes. For Freddie Mac, that number was 56
percent.
Detroit News Special Report on Evictions, October 2017.
Detroit Bankruptcy
1. The City of Detroit was pushed into bankruptcy as a result of fraudulent bond deals
imposed on the city by the banks supported by the credit agencies they funded.
2. These bond deals included interest rate swaps on the City of Detroit’s pension obligation
certififcates, in which Bank of America and UBS netted $300 million in termination fees
between 2008-2015 by benefitting from their own mortgage fraud when interest rate
collapsed in 2008. City casino tax dollars went directly to US bank and bypassed the City
treasury to insure payment of these termination fees During the bankrutpcy, Judge Rhodes
allowed these banks another $809 million in termination fees on these interest rate
swindles.
3. Of the 7.1 billion in debt reduction accomplished through the Detroit bankruptcy, $3.85
billion was accomplished by the virtual gutting of retiree health benefits, with expenditures
reduced from $4.3 billion to $450 million. An additional $1.7 billion came through cuts in
pension payments, with the city not even contributing directly to the pension fund for the
next 10 years. Thus, a total of $5.5 billion, or 78% of the total bankruptcy relief, came off
backs of the city’s retirees, despite the fact their pensions were supposed to guaranteed
under the Michigan constitution.
Water Shutoffs
Water shut-offs since Detroit first launched an aggressive campaign to collect on delinquent
accounts in 2014:
2014 – 33,000
2015 – 23,200
2016 – 27,552
18,000 faced shutoff this year
Bridge Magazine, May 2, 2017

The Detroit Water and Sewerage Department issued $1.1 billion in bonds to fund infrastructure
repair in 2011-2012. Of the that amount, $537 million was used to pay termination fees on
interest rate swaps (swindles) to banks such as Chase, Citi, Goldman Sachs, Bank of America,
UBS, etc.
Median income in Detroit per U.S. Census Bureau Statistics
Median Income – 2016 – U.S. census bureau statistics
Detroit -- $28,099 -Livonia -- $71,692
Warren -- $46,249
(Livonia and Warren figure in the calculation for the Annual Detroit Metro median income of
$56,142 used in affordability calculations in the new Detroit Affordability ordinance.)
In 2015, when Detroit’s median income was $25,980, 21.2% of Detroit households had income
less than $10,000, 19.5% had incomes between $10,000 and $20,000, and 14.7% had incomes
between $20,000 and $30,000.
Median per capita in come in Detroit in 2015 was only $14,446 in 2015, compared to $33,123
for all of Michigan
Poverty in Detroit per U.S. Census Bureau Statistics –
Poverty rate --all people below the poverty line, which for a family of four is $24,563.
Detroit – 2016 -- 35.7% 2015 – 39.8% (Michigan 15%)
Under 18 years old, Detroit -- 50.8%*
Detroit remains the poorest big city in the nation, just above Cleveland, where the poverty rate
was 35 percent.And a deeper look at the income data suggests the incomes of Hispanic and white
Detroit residents grew significantly more than blacks, who make up 79 percent of the city, said
Kurt Metzger, a demographer and director emeritus of Data Driven Detroit. The 2016 income
data shows the gains were seen by Hispanic and white residents, although the survey data for
whites was just within the margin of error, he said. The income rise wasn’t statistically
significant for blacks, Metzger said. (Taken From Detroit News, September 2017)
Hardest Hit Homeowner funds

The federal government has appropriated $7 billion to assist struggling homeowners remain in
their homes from 2010 to the present. These funds are the poor’s pittance from the $700 billion
bank bailout.
Of the $760 million sent to Michigan, $380 million have been diverted to “blight” removal, with
little supervision over the Detroit land banks and other entities who manage the blight removal
projects. There have been numerous investigations, criminal and civil, documenting the fraud by
these entities.
In contrast, homeowners are subject to rigorous restrictions and regulations I getting access to
these funds. As a result, of the thousands of homeowners facing tax foreclosure in Wayne
County in 2017, according to Step Forward figures only 193 received assistance via the Hardest
Hit program.
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